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WE KNOW MARKETING AND
WE KNOW POOLS.

PoolMarketing.com has the experience and marketing know-how to propel you ahead 
of the competition. Our marketing agency exclusively services pool contractors, pool 
service companies, and pool equipment supply stores. We pride ourselves on providing 
innovative and cutting edge solutions as well as unparalleled customer service & 
support. With an attention to detail and a focus on what matters, we invest your marketing 
budget carefully and wisely. Pool Marketing excels at producing impressive marketing 
collateral and campaigns that produce extraordinary results for our clients.

Why Choose Us To Handle Your Marketing?
We know this industry and do pool marketing better than anyone.

Industry Tested
Our marketing methods have been used by some of the leading names in the swimming pool industry 
from independent builders to $300 million dollar construction franchises.

Marketing Experts
We have a proven track record for taking companies and putting their marketing on steroids. If you are 
looking to maximize your marketing ROI, you’ve come to the right place.
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Reliable & Professional Service
Not your typical web guy down the street, or a bunch of outsourced freelancers – but seasoned marketing 
veterans with the skills necessary to go out there and win for you, day in and day out.

Focused On Delivering Results
We treat your marketing budget as if it was our own money. Every dollar counts and we do a better job 
than anyone in the industry at delivering the best results for every dollar spent.
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A DIGITAL AGENCY DEDICATED TO HELPING
POOL COMPANIES WITH THEIR MARKETING

There are tons of digital agencies that specialize in 
different verticals and niches. PoolMarketing.com is 
no exception. We specialize entirely in marketing for 
Pool Companies. We provide pool contractors / pool 
builders, pool service companies, pool supply stores, 
and pool equipment manufacturers with expert 
monthly marketing services.

Pool Marketing Management
We also provide 1:1 account management and monthly marketing services for pool franchises and 
corporations with multiple locations. The distinction between our digital agency & many others is we only 
work with pool companies and only provide marketing services for companies in the pool industry.

We are the agency of record for several large pool companies around the United States. Pool companies 
who choose to engage our services often remark that they’ve never seen a marketing agency that “gets 
it” the way PoolMarketing.com does. We understand the struggles and challenges that are unique to the 
swimming pool industry and help pool companies find ways to win.
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Joe Trusty
CEO | Co-Founder

Joe Trusty is CEO of Norcal Web Designs LLC and founder of 
PoolMarketing.com a digital agency he started specifically for the pool 

industry. In years prior, Joe was Director of IT & Marketing for Premier Franchise 
Management, one of the largest pool franchises in the world. Joe has over 20 
years marketing and IT experience pertaining to web development and has 

the distinction of being named one of the top 10 IT directors in America.

Marianne Trusty
President | Co-Founder

Marianne Trusty is a social media marketing expert and founder of 
PoolMarketing.com. Marianne oversees account management for all of the 

various companies we work with. In addition, Marianne is also the principle of 
business development for our various brands including PoolContractor.com 

and PoolMagazine.com in additon to SwimmingPoolLoan.com



WEBSITE DESIGN SERVICES
YOU NEED AN EFFECTIVE MARKETING
WEBSITE TO DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS.
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Is your website the lead producing machine 
that you need to run your business?

Many pool companies have been cursed with a mundane website that under 
performs. The malady of most pool company owners is getting noticed in the crowd. 
How do pool contractors and pool service companies differentiate themselves from 
others? Certainly not with a lack luster website that can’t be found. That’s where 
PoolMarketing.com comes into play. We are here to revolutionize what your website 
should be doing for your business.

• Turn your website into the lead producing machine it’s meant to be.
• Transform your web lead traffic from non-existent into “off-the-hook”!

It’s 2020. The days of searching the Yellow Pages for service providers are gone. 95% of 
consumers do their research online now when searching for a contractor. It’s become 
imperative that pool companies have a high performing website that consistently 
draws leads and is appealing to visitors. Our websites bring the wow factor your 
company is looking for. The website is your virtual brochure that creates value with the 
customer. You have one shot to make a good impression and your website can help 
make certain that you do. We create sophisticated marketing websites that drive 
traffic, high volume leads, and help close more sales. Let PoolMarketing.com 
transform the way your pool company does your business.
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New Website Design
Our website design service is perfect for companies who do not have a site or who are ready 
to start from scratch with a brand new one. Get a website with everything your business needs 
to be highly visible and professional.

Our Website Services

Website Redesign
If you feel like your existing company website is 
ready for a new look then this service is for you. We 
will redesign your existing website with a modern 
new template, make sure it’s responsive for mobile 
and easily found in search. A great way to increase 
conversion without completely reinventing the 
wheel is to have PoolMarketing.com redesign your 
company website.

Website Diagnostic
Would you like an independent 3rd party to 
evaluate your current website? Our Marketing & 
IT experts will carefully examine your website and 
provide you with a FREE report on what’s working 
and where there is a need for improvement. There 
is no requirement to hire us for any work and we 
provide this complimentary report as a resource 
to give you a current status of your internet 
marketing. A vital service that provides important 
10,000 foot data on where your pool company 
stands versus competitors.
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Some pool companies know the impact an effective web 
presence can bring to their bottom line. Others have yet 
to realize the potential a high quality website offers in 
terms of lead draw. If you are ready to realize unmatched 
marketing success online with a new marketing website, 
give us a call. We are eager to help your business grow.

Let's Transform
The Way You Do Business

If you’ve been considering what you can do to optimize the leads you are getting from your website, 
wonder no more. PoolMarketing.com can provide a forward thinking, and refined approach to 
enhance your lead flow. With a new website by our design, and our marketing professionals, you will 
supercharge your marketing efforts 10X. We specialize in breathing new life into tired old websites, 
and making local businesses look like rock stars on the Internet.

Our marketing formula is unmatched anywhere in the industry. Nobody has the breadth and depth 
of services we provide. Let our marketing agency elevate your branding and marketing potential to 
undreamt heights. We know websites, and we know this industry inside and out. PoolMarketing.com 
can get you there.

We Are Here to Help Your Pool Business Grow



#1 LEAD GENERATION PLATFORM
FOR POOL COMPANIES
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Our lead gen platform helps Pool Companies 
just like yours achieve their sales goals.

We developed our lead generation platform before we developed a marketing agency. The very premise 
of our marketing firm is founded on our ability to draw consistent lead flow for pool companies. It’s what 
we do best. Our methods have been tried and tested in a variety of different industries and verticals 
including: Pharmaceutical, Insurance, Home Improvement, and now Swimming Pools. We’ve increased 
revenues for some of the biggest names in the Swimming Pool industry to the tune of hundreds of 
millions of dollars. It’s not hyperbole. Our network of websites have been carefully cultivated to draw 
traffic and produce high quality leads for our advertisers.

• Our lead generation platform helps with your off-site SEO.
• Receive leads on a consistent basis from a variety of pool related websites from homeowners 

looking for a quote.
• Increase your branding awareness by appearing on over 100 pool related websites.

Find out why pool companies depend on PoolMarketing.com to generate their lead flow. Our 
sophisticated advertising platform gives us a place to create meaningful organic content for our 
clients. With high authority domain name websites and high page rank backlinks pointing to your 
content, your authority will soar! It’s the difference between waiting 2 years for your website to pick up 
enough traction to start producing leads, and streamlining the process by 600 days.

Google is smart enough to tell if your website is popular. The search engine loves our websites because 
we produce rich meaningful content on a regular basis. Our websites receive consistent traffic and are 
not simply a 1 page click funnel. The keyword authority and density of the web properties we own produce 
immediate results.
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Off-site SEO
Our expert blog writers create content specific for the pool industry. They’re knowledgeable and craft 
thoughtfully optimized content that performs for search. With hundreds of backlinks pointing to your 
website for a variety of keywords from pool keyword authority websites, you can’t lose.

White Label Leads
We are able to run white label marketing campaigns to generate high volume leads under 
PoolContractor.net in any market in America. Homeowners are more likely to submit their information on 
a high quality portal that sends their information to multiple builders. We never sell the same lead twice 
to more than 1 company though. That’s also another difference between us and other firms.

B2B Leads For Manufacturers / Stores / Franchises
PoolMarketer.com employs sophisticated data mining technology to build high quality lists that compete 
with companies such as Hoovers and Sales Genie. Put us to the task of compiling a high quality targeted 
list of prospects for your sales team. Our lead generation efforts have helped some of the most well known 
organizations in the industry expand their growth.

Our Lead Generation Services

We’ve spent the last decade refining our lead generation techniques for pool 
companies. As the IT / Marketing source for one of the world’s largest pool 
construction companies, we were able to increase revenues by $200 million in less 
than 5 years time using our sound marketing methods.

Silicon Valley Marketing
Technology for the Pool Industry
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Micro Targeting
- Highly Qualified Leads
We’re able to produce content on-the-fly to rank for search. Within just a 
few short weeks, we can quickly infiltrate a local google search for nearly 
any keyword related to pools with our backlinking infrastructure. If you are 
looking for ways to improve your SEO, domain authority, or keyword authority 
for specific niche level content, this is it. The impact that our efforts have on 
off-site lead generation efforts can be enormous.

Low Cost Continuous
Off-Site Lead Generation
The seeds you plant today with off-site lead generation will produce 
leads again and again. You can “feel” our lead generation efforts working 
immediately and we provide ongoing statistical analysis to prove ROI. It’s 
one of the lowest cost lead generation methods you can have in place 
for your pool company. Get consistent lead generation from one of the 
most reliable sources in the industry. We custom tailor our lead generation 
services to your companies specific needs.

Want to draw more inground pool leads? We can help. Looking to add more 
pools to your pool service route? We provide lead generation for that as well. 
Trying to drive more customers to your pool supply store? Give us a call first. 
We specialize in lead generation for Pool Franchises and Pool Equipment 
Manufacturers and Pool Manufacturers as well.



PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED DIGITAL
MARKETING SERVICES FOR THE ENTIRE
POOL INDUSTRY
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Does your pool company or pool franchise 
need real managed digital marketing?

Most digital agencies offer services to a wide spectrum of clients. PoolMarketing.com is a bit 
different in our approach. We only work with companies in the pool industry. That’s our niche 
and our wheelhouse so to speak. We specialize in bringing pool companies to the forefront 
with our outstanding digital marketing services. Our methods have been tried and tested with 
great success by some of the biggest names in the swimming pool industry. Get the custom 
tailored services of a seasoned digital marketing agency on your pool companies side.

• We can level the playing field for any pool builder or pool service company.
• Strengthen the marketing of your franchise or local business 10x with 

PoolMarketing.com’s digital marketing services.

We recognized a need for our agencies services after the great recession. Since the turn in the 
economy, a number of larger swimming pool companies emerged as national brands. 
Smaller sized pool companies found it increasingly difficult to compete against larger sized 
firms.

The marketing firepower that a franchise has in comparison to small and medium sized 
businesses, makes it essential for those businesses to find new and low cost methods of 
advertising. There is plenty of business out there to be had, so how do local pool companies 
compete? That’s where digital marketing becomes the great equalizer. Whether you are a 
local pool contractor or pool service company struggling for more marketshare, or a pool 
franchise trying to take your advertising to the next level – we can help.
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Geo-fence Advertising
We can microtarget in on your audience with laser pinpoint accuracy using Geofence ads. Why 
cast a wide net for a ton of low quality leads when you can isolate your advertising to the best 
converting areas that have the highest potential to convert?

Our Digital Marketing Services

Remarketing / Retargeting
The average window of a consumers buying 
decision when buying a luxury car is 90 days or 
more. With a swimming pool it’s more like 6-12 
months. From the first moment that a potential 
pool buyer first started skimming your website, 
until they are ready to sign a contract could be 
a very long time. We specialize in top of mind 
advertising. We’re experts at using retargeting 
(remarketing) to convert passive intent into 
focused actions that convert in sales.

Voice Advertising
The voice spectrum has gone largely unnoticed 
until the past 2 years. Now more and more 
companies are investing big into voice advertising. 
Services like Alexa have made it essential that 
businesses begin treating Voice like they did Radio 
40 years ago. Google, Amazon, Pandora and a 
variety of other platforms present an awesome 
opportunity for advertisers to reach more 
customers than ever before.
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Many pool companies have struggled with digital 
marketing in the past. They’ve had trouble quantifying and 
measuring results, have had sporadic success or have 
had trouble with the agency handling their marketing. If 
you’ve experienced those same issues, you’re not alone. It 
just so happens and is fortuitous – that finally today you’re 
in the right place with the best people that can help you 
achieve your goals.

Let's Kick Your Digital
Marketing into High Gear

Our digital marketing services are completely tailored and custom to the individual needs and 
marketing goals of your business. There’s no boxed package or formula for success or a guide post 
that says “head in this direction”. The expertise of a digital agency like PoolMarketing.com empowers 
companies with an inner GPS that gets their company where they need to be. Let us be your north 
star and point you in the right direction.

 We work with you to establish a marketing budget that achieves your long-term goals for growth. 
Driving lead flow can divert your personnel’s attention from other critical areas of business 
development. Having a true marketing partner that understands your business is invaluable.

We Are Here to Help Your Pool Business Grow



WE PROVIDE REPUTATION MANAGEMENT
SERVICES FOR POOL COMPANIES
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Is your pool company or brand 
suffering from negative reviews?

In terms of how pool companies receive customer reviews, you can do a great job 
for 99 people, and they’ll never say a word to anyone. But that one job where things 
went sideways – that customer is going to climb up on their roof with a megaphone 
and blast your company with negative reviews. Why? Because in today’s 2020 world, 
customers have the opportunity to voice their opinion where it really counts – on the 
review sites. We help pool companies manage their reputation and their customer 
reviews. Negative reviews could be impacting the number of new leads you receive 
from potential customers.

• We help you generate positive reviews from your customers.
• Suppress negative comments from review sites like Yelp & Google.
• Generate 5 Star Google Reviews & Facebook Reviews for your pool company.
• Sophisticated review management system specifically designed for pool 

contractors and pool service companies.

These days there are a million and one review sites. How can pool companies stay 
ahead of negative reviews and be proactive about their reputation?

Pool companies can find their customer reviews by doing the following:

Regularly searching for your company on Google, setting up Google Alerts about your 
pool company, and checking in on the most popular review sites with frequency will 
keep you aware of how customers feel about their service and your brand.
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Wow, that sounds really time consuming and like a lot of work – you may be saying. We agree, that’s why 
it pays to have a professional handle your pool companies reputation. Our reputation management 
goes far beyond simply identifying negative reviews. We work to suppress negative feedback, convert 
negative comments into positive reviews, and provide positive reviews to push negative feedback down 
lower. Our efforts can improve your reputation on Yelp, Facebook, Google Reviews, Better Business Bureau, 
Yellowpages, Merchant Circle, Houzz, and many other popular review sites.

Generating Positive Reviews
We’re experts at generating positive reviews for your Facebook page and Google business 
page. Our digital agency is able to improve your pool companies reviews within weeks, not 
months. Find out what a world class digital agency can do to generate more positive reviews 
for your pool company. Our white glove service generates 5 star reviews that stick!

Our Reputation Management Services

Suppressing Negative Reviews                         
& Comments
Our proprietary reputation management system 
manages your reputation and the reviews you 
get from your customers. You’ll be assigned an 
actual campaign manager that will go through 
your list of customers, help you filter out the ones 
that shouldn’t be contacted, and target the ones 
most likely to leave you a positive review. We offer 
strategies and industry tested methods that get 
your customers to convert into positive reviews 
for your pool company

Negative Feedback
It’s never easy to deal with a bad review. Negative 
feedback can cripple your pool business. That’s 
why it’s important to respond to negative 
comments in a timely fashion and get ahead 
of them before they spiral out of control. Our 
reputation management services teach you how 
to respond to negative feedback and convert an 
irate and angry customer into a sympathetic one 
that’s on your companies side.
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In the 2020 world that we live in today, Yelp can literally 
make or break your business. One of the biggest 
challenges businesses in the pool industry face today is 
combating negative reviews on Yelp. We sympathize with 
your struggle and have been there ourselves. Our expertise 
in helping pool companies improve their reputation on 
Yelp. We teach companies sustainable strategies that help 
them stop looking at Yelp as an enemy and use Yelp to 
their advantage.

Get More Positive
Reviews on Yelp

It’s hard enough running a pool business without having to worry about checking on your reviews 
and comments every 5 minutes. That’s why it pays to hire a professional digital agency that 
specializes in Reputation Management for Pool Companies. Whether you are a pool contractor 
/ pool builder, pool service company, pool equipment manufacturer, or pool supply store – we 
can help you fix your companies reputation. We can also maintain it so that it remains positive. 
Negative reviews can kill your pool business. Make sure that you have a watchful set of eyes of your 
reputation.

Our reptuation management services have been used by some of the leading names in the pool 
industry. Find out what the services of a talented digital agency that specializes in managing pool 
companies reputations can do for your pool business. Take control over your negative feedback, 
comments, and reviews. Put PoolMarketing.com to the task of improving your pool companys 
reputation.

We Manage Your Pool Companys Reputation



SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
SPECIFICALLY FOR POOL COMPANIES
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You can have the most beautiful website in 
the world. If no one knows about it, that’s 
like hanging the Mona Lisa in a closet.

Our ability to bring Pool companies to the forefront ahead of competitors is what 
differentiates us from other marketing companies. Since we’re a niche level marketing 
agency, all we specialize in is marketing for pool companies. We provide Search Engine 
Marketing services for: Pool Contractors & Pool Builders, Pool Service companies, Pool 
Equipment Manufacturers, Pool Supply Stores and pretty much anyone looking to 
advertise a product or service that is pool related.

• Turn your website into the lead producing machine it’s meant to be.
• Transform your web lead traffic from non-existant into off-the-hook!

We offer the best Search Engine Optimization services in the industry for Pool 
companies like yours. Let our professional digital marketing experts handle your Google 
Pay-Per-Click advertising. We provide monthly management of your Google Adwords 
account. Once on board, you will be assigned a Marketing Account Executive that will 
manage and can optimize your ads to improve conversion.

The results we’ve brought pool contractors, pool service companies and pool 
franchises over the years have increased their revenue by hundreds of millions of 
dollars. See what the services of a professional digital agency that specializes in 
Search Engine Marketing for pool companies can do for you.
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Google Pay-per-click
We provide professional Google Adwords management. Our digital marketing experts provide 
Pay-Per-Click management of your Google ad campaigns and optimize them for better 
conversion. We’ll institute tracking mechanisms so that you can see where your leads are 
coming from and provide you with outstanding monthly reporting.

Our Search Engine Marketing Services

Search Engine Optimization
We offer outstanding search engine optimization 
for pool companies. Whether you are a pool 
construction company, pool service, pool 
equipment, or pool supply, we can optimize your 
website for search. If you are looking for ways to 
improve your pool companies SEO, you’ve come 
to the right place. Our SEO services will help 
improve your bounce rate, time on site, traffic and 
conversion rates. Whether your website is 10 pages 
or 10,000 pages, we can help you achieve better 
results. Our experts can analyze your competitors 
traffic, perform on-site optimization, off-site 
SEO including backlinking, increasing domaing 
authority, alexa rank, keyword authority, page rank, 
and perform housekeeping tasks like disavowing 
spammy links.

Google Analytics & Lead Tracking
The problem that many pool companies have is 
that they have no idea where there leads come 
from. Our ability to wrangle that data into a visible 
monthly report is invaluable to pool company 
owners. We’re able to consolidate traffic reports 
and institute tracking mechanisms to give you 
clarity over your marketing. We can set up 
Google Analytics, lead conversion reporting, 
event tracking, filters, dashboards and can even 
work with Big Data.
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Search Engine Marketing is our speciality. Whether you are a new company just starting out and 
have zero visibility, or you’re a well established company looking to optimize and improve your rank 
– we can help. Our SEO experts and SEM marketing produce big time results for pool companies. 
We want to help you improve your search engine visibility, which consequently will bring you more 
leads and more sales.

We also provide Search Engine Optimization and Search Engine Marketing services at an 
Enteprise level for corporations and franchises. We offer account management services to work 
independently with your branches or can create a package to offer managed services at the 
corporate level. If you are interested in providing white label marketing services for your corporation, 
we offer these services as well.

You Need an Expert That Can Get You
to the Top of the Search Engines

Our search engine marketing experts can take your pool company to the next level. We are as 
passionate about SEM and SEO as we are about pools. We’ve helped countless pool companies 
get to the top of the search engines and want to do the same for yours.

Let us evaluate your pool companies website, your Google adwords account and the status of 
your SEO. We’ll provide you with a report on where you’re strong and where we’ve identified a need 
for improvement. There’s no cost to you, this is a free service and FREE report we provide to pool 
companies. We want to offer you better clarity on the current status of your marketing. This report 
offers critical insights that can help you improve your pool companies website.

The 2 Things We Know Best - Pools & SEO!



CONTACT INFO

PoolMarketing.com

(916) 467-9118

info@poolmarketing.com


